Group editing is a crucial feature for many end-user applications. It requires high responsiveness, which can be provided only by optimistic replication algorithms, which come in two classes: classical Operational Transformation (OT), or more recent Conflict-Free Replicated Data Types (CRDTs).
INTRODUCTION
Mass remote collaboration tools are increasingly used.
Massive group editing appears in many end-user applications such as Wikipedia, Google Docs, Office, Evernote, Dropbox, or VCSs such as git or svn. Group editing aims to allow a large number of users to edit the same document at the same time and from different places. Centralized platforms such as Google Docs offer world wide group editing service to millions of users but limit the number of participants to a document [3] . An alternative to centralized platforms is to take advantage of availability and scalability of decentralized peer-to-peer networks.
In group editing, high responsiveness is crucial [22] . Every user device hosts a replica of the document that she/he modify at will. The user observes the effect of her/his modPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. ification immediately, without any locking mechanism -or even network latency -perturbing his interaction. This behavior is called optimistic replication [19] . Also, the modification must be propagated to other users' devices and applied there with the same effect. Group editing systems distinguish upstream and downstream operation execution. A user's modification is applied immediately to some first, so-called upstream replica, and then sent to other replicas (downstream). Delivering a downstream operation merges its effects with concurrent modifications. Merging arbitrary modifications is a difficult and error-prone task, and thus many mechanisms have been proposed.
Operational Transformation (OT) is an established mechanism for group editing applications [14, 17, 23] because this class of algorithms promises very high responsiveness for upstream operations execution. However, in a decentralized context, downstream execution of OT algorithms is complex and expensive because each replica must reorder its history and transform concurrent operations, implying a O(N 2 k) complexity with N the number of operations and k the number of replica.
To avoid this issue, Conflict-Free Replicated Data Types (CRDTs) have been proposed [13, 15, 25] . This class of algorithms uses operations whose downstream execution is commutative; this enables to keep the consistency of the collaborative document easily, without using transformations. Ahmed-Nacer et al. [6] show in particular that downstream execution of CRDT algorithms is more efficient by a factor between 25 to 1000 compared to representative OT algorithms.
However, upstream execution -and thus responsiveness -of CRDT algorithms often performs poorly. These algorithms associate a unique identifier with each element in the document. Unique identifiers allow a quicker and easier downstream execution, but must be generated and retrieved during upstream execution. A first improvement is to coarsen the granularity to identify large blocks rather than single characters [26] . Indeed, collaborative documents are often written block by block -copy/paste or batch operations for instance. The fewer elements in the document, the less computation is needed to apply and merge modifications. Moreover, each element contains metadata (including unique identifiers), so the fewer elements there are, the less memory overhead. Nevertheless, an algorithm with, say, linear complexity, remains linear using blocks. Furthermore, blocks slow down upstream execution, since elements are of different sizes, and retrieving element identifiers affected by user modifications requires to traverse the document. Fi-nally, block-based algorithms remain relatively inefficient in execution complexity.
In this paper we propose a solution, easily adaptable to most algorithms, and that improves responsiveness considerably. The idea is to have an efficient auxiliary data structure -called the identifier structure -dedicated to CRDT identifiers. This data structure has no consistency requirements between replicas; and each peer can modify its own structure independently and efficiently; thus, there are no issues due to concurrency. More specifically, we implement this insight for element-based and block-based CRDT algorithms. Our solution is easy to implement; it decreases upstream complexity, without significantly degrading downstream complexity. Its memory and bandwidth usage is similar to the original algorithm.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the state of the art of the current knowledge in group editing OT and CRDT algorithms, as well as some definitions useful in the following sections. Section 3 presents our identifier structure for improving upstream complexity of CRDT algorithms and proposes its application on two different CRDT. Section 4 demonstrates how to combine our approach with block management. Section 5 evaluates our implementations with several and various experiments. Section 6 concludes.
BACKGROUND, STATE OF THE ART AND RELATED WORK

Definitions
To clarify and unify the presentation of the existing approaches we introduce the following definitions [9] .
• replica: Several peers can edit a document from different places. Each peer hosts its own replica of the collaborative document. The replica contains elements visible to the end user as well as metadata required to manage eventual consistency.
• operation: When a peer apply user modification, it modifies its replica and generates operations. These operations are sent by the peer to the other peers. These operations contain the necessary data and metadata to ensure consistency when executed on the other peers.
• upstream: The process of applying user modification and generating corresponding operation(s) is called upstream update.
• downstream The process of executing remote operation coming from another peer and modifying the receiving replica is called downstream update.
Operational Transformation
Operational Transformation (OT) [17] is an optimistic replication mechanism [19] . It was the first approach used in the real-time group editing field and has been studied in the literature [14, 22] .
In the OT approach, downstream operations are transformed before their integration in order to handle concurrency. The transformations should preserve the "intentions" of the user [22] . To ensure consistency, a received downstream operation is transformed against every concurrent update operation in a specific order.
The two main issues of OT algorithms in a decentralized context are consistency and scalability. Consistency issues are due to difficulties to define correct transformation functions. For linear documents, the only known transformation functions that are correct in a peer-to-peer context are the Tombstones Transformation Functions (TTF) [14] . However, tombstones impact responsiveness negatively since the upstream procedure must count them for every modification. Scalability issues are due to history ordering and downstream transformations. History ordering has a O(N 2 k) complexity 1 and requires vector clocks [12] whose impact negatively memory and bandwidth usage and limit the scalability of the approach.
Conflict-free Replicated Data Types
An alternative approach, called Conflict-free Replicated Data Type (CRDT), has been proposed [11] . The insight behind CRDT is to design a set of commutative update operations. Thus, no transformation and no history ordering is necessary. Commutative operations can be applied in any order, and are guaranteed to converge. The literature proposes several CRDT algorithms, but in what follows we mention only the most representative ones in the context of group editing.
WOOT
WOOT [13] was the first CDRT algorithm proposed for group editing. It is based on the principle that in a text document, an element is inserted between two others. In the WOOT approach, each element is identified by a unique identifier and linked to the two elements between which its was inserted. WOOT identifiers are composed of the identifier of the upstream peer and the value of local clock of this peer time. A deterministic algorithm orders the elements inserted in the same region, which is quite complex and is more less efficient than more recent CRDTs. Moreover, since each element position is relative to its neighbors, elements cannot be completely removed from the document, but are turned into invisible "tombstones". As TTF, these tombstones must be counted and impact upstream execution complexity. Optimized versions of this algorithm have been proposed [24] , but only improve downstream complexity [6] .
TreeDoc
TreeDoc [15] is a CRDT based on a binary unbalanced tree of elements. An element's a unique identifier is its path in the tree. This approach supports dichotomic search, but is expensive when the tree is unbalanced, for instance when many inserts occurs at the end of the document. It is impossible to balance the tree without synchronizing all nodes, because the tree must be the same at all peers in order to generate consistent operations. TreeDoc uses tombstones but they can be purged in some conditions. For example once a deleted node does not have any visible children, it can be safely removed.
Logoot
Logoot [25] is a CRDT that uses a lexicographic order to totally order the document elements. A Logoot identifier is a list of triples of integers. The first integer of the triple is a priority, the second is the upstream peer ID and the third is the upstream logical clock. When an insertion happens, the new element's ID ensures that it will be placed at the wanted position. Element identifiers are stored into an array. Upstream insertion consists of directly accessing elements n and n + 1, generating an identifier between them, and shifting the table to place the new element. Shifting a whole document is costly.
Another issue of Logoot is that the size of identifiers grows and becomes costly in terms of memory and performance. Identifiers grow faster when there are several insertions in the same part of the document. Let's say a peer p (with clock i ) decides to insert an element between two successive identifiers [ p, i, n ] and [ p, i, n + 1 ]. The new identifier will be [ p, i, n p , i , n ].
LogootSplit
LogootSplit [7] is a block version of Logoot. Blocks are of different sizes and created trough copy-paste or buffering as a whole single Logoot identifier, reducing memory usage. Block algorithms must be able to split blocks in order to remove a part or to insert an element within the block. An offset number is present in the LoogotSplit identifiers to identify block's parts in a unique manner.
Three different versions of LogootSplit have been proposed, the most efficient being the one using an AVL tree to organize the nodes.
RGA
The Replicated Growable Array (RGA) algorithm [18] uses the fact that every element is included immediately after another one in a text document. RGA data structure is essentially a linked-list, in which a node has a content, an identifier, a flag to say if the node is a tombstone, and the identifier of the next node in the list. A RGA identifier is composed of the upstream peer ID (sid) and of the sum of the upstream vector clock value during insertion (sum). Identifier i1 is said to "precede" i2 (i1 ≺ i2) if sum1 < sum2 or sum1 = sum2 ∧ sid1 < sid2. An insertion operation contains the identifiers of both the new node and the node that it follows (called reference node). Insertion consists in placing the new node to the right of the reference node and at the left of the first node whose identifier precedes the new identifier. This simple and efficient procedure orders concurrent inserts. Moreover, to retrieve reference nodes, RGA uses a hash map, keyed by node identifier, mapped to the node itself.
In the common cases, the new node is inserted just after its reference node, but other computations are required if there are concurrent insert. Suppose three peers work on a collaborative document. We note ox the operation that inserts the node Nx whose identifier is ix. The initial state of the document is n1n5 with i1 = [0, 2] and i5 = [2, 1] . The three peers concurrently insert a node just after N1. Peer 0 inserts n4, whose identifier is i4 = [0, 3], Peer 1 inserts n3 with i3 = [1, 4] , and Peer 2 n2 with i2 = [2, 5] . Therefore, i5 ≺ i4 ≺ i3 ≺ i2. The result below shows for each peer a different execution order, which nonetheless reach a convergent state. 
Summary
If we consider a high degree of responsiveness as a -at most -logarithmic complexity for upstream execution, then none of the existing algorithms present such performance. Indeed, each one has a flaw that affect upstream execution :
• OT needs to count TTF tombstones • RGA and WOOT also needs to count tombstones.
• Logoot needs to shift its array and, as LogootSplit, needs to manage growing identifiers.
• Treedoc needs to traverse an unbalanced tree.
• Block approaches need to count block sizes. We consider upstream efficiency as the most noticeable by the user [20] . However, downstream efficiency is also important, and RGA score best by this metric [6] .
THE IDENTIFIER DATA STRUCTURE
The basic idea of our solution is to build an identifier data structure local to each peer. This is easily adaptable to the most CRDT algorithms, and improve upstream complexity. This structure must not augment remote complexity of algorithms, and must not use excessive memory compared to the base algorithm. Our approach really on the classic CRDT algorithm, and update the identifier structure on the side. Figure 3 illustrate our solution. It shows the different steps in which our identifier structure is used. The step 1 is the user action. The steps 2 correspond to the steps where we use our structure to retrieve the node(s) corresponding to the user's action. The steps 3-5 are the base replication algorithm unmodified. The step 6-7 updates the identifier structure according to remote operations.
The critical steps are to retrieve efficiently identifiers from a user position (step 2) and conversely to update the identifier structure during downstream (step 6). To achieve this, we first observe that all the base CRDT algorithms manage a structure composed of nodes identified by a unique identifier. Our identifier structure will contain a set of organized nodes, called idNode. A idNode has a reference to an Handle a modification of the user at a given position.
Find in the identifier structure the ID corresponding this position.
Generate the downstream operation
Send the operation to the other replicas.
Downstream operation execution
Determine the node affected in the identifier structure (if any).
Update the identifier structure. Steps to generate and execute an operation with our identifier structure base CRDT node, as well as references to other idNodes to enable efficient traversal. Symmetrically, each node of the base data structure contains a reference to the corresponding idNode.
Retrieving CRDT identifiers
Retrieving a CRDT identifier is straightforward in algorithms such as Logoot that have no tombstones and single identifier per element. It is more complex for algorithms using tombstones and/or blocks. The naive solution used in RGA, WOOT, or LogootSplit consists in counting visible elements, starting from the head of the document, until the appropriate position is reached. Such procedures have a linear complexity, i.e. O(N ) with N the number of element ever inserted in the document, including tombstones.
The identifier data structure allows to map efficiently position of user modification to CRDT identifier. This data structure can be a skip list [16] when CRDT identifiers are totally ordered -e.g. Treedoc or Logoot identifiers -or a weighted binary tree for other CRDT.
A weighted tree contains a set of idNodes, one of them being the root of the tree. A idNode contains a left child, a right child, and a parent references to idNodes, a weight which is the total size of the sub-tree, and a reference to an base CRDT node. We add to the base CRDT node a reference to the corresponding idNode.
In the case of RGA, for instance, an base node contains a unique identifier, a content, a next reference, and a tombstone flag. We add to this RGA node, a reference to an idNode, whose reference is unset when the node becomes a tombstone. Figure 4 illustrates the structure described above. The base RGA structure is drawn with dotted lines, whereas the new identifier structure is drawn with plain lines. Notice that identifier and base structures are decoupled -each structure has its own way to traverse the nodes -but both are linked. Only the non-tombstone nodes belongs to the identifier structure. Tombstones such as one identified by [1, 3] are not present in the identifier structure, limiting memory overhead.
The weight of a node is the size of the subtree. The algorithm to find the node corresponding to a given position is the following: 
while pos = node.lef tW eight() + 1 do 7:
if pos < node.lef tW eight() + 1 then 8: node = node.lef tChild() Goes left 9: else 10: pos = pos − (node.lef tW eight() + 1) 11: node = node.rightChild() Goes right 12:
return node.identif ier
The procedure traverses only the height of the tree. Let's suppose the user wants to insert element "X" after the third position in the RGA structure described in Figure 4 Figure 5 . The generated insertion operation (step 3) will contain the new node { [3, 5] , X} and its reference [1, 4] .
Such an identifier structure can be easily adapted to similar tombstone-based algorithms such as WOOT, but also to block-based algorithm including the size of the nodes content in weights (see Section 3). It is also beneficial in a no-tombstone and no-block algorithm such as Logoot (see Section 3.3). With a balanced tree or a periodically balanced tree (see Section 5), the complexity of upstream execution is O(log(n)) with n the number of visible elements.
Updating identifier structure during downstream
As described above, we rely of the base CRDT algorithm to apply downstream operation. In RGA, for instance, an insertion consists of following the RGA list (presented with Figure 4) , starting from the reference node until it finds a node with a lesser identifier (target node).
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After the target node has been identified by the base algorithm we update the identifier structure. However, the target node might be a tombstone, and thus not belonging to the identifier structure. If the downstream operation is also a deletion we don't need to do anything. If the operation is an insertion, we continue to follow the base RGA linked-list chaining until the first non-tombstone node and we insert the new idNode at the left of this node.
1: function insertDownstream(target, newN ode) 2:
while target.nextLink = null ∧ ¬target.visible do 3:
if ¬target.visible then insertion at the end 5:
insertRight(root, newN ode) 6: else 7:
insertBefore(target, newN ode)
insertRight inserts a node at the right-most position in the tree. insertBefore inserts a node at the right-most node of the left child of a substree. Both procedures update the corresponding weights.
Considering algorithms such as Logoot (or Treedoc), the problem is a bit different since there is no linked link. However, in these cases, since the identifier structure are totally ordered, the identifier structure is a binary search tree. So, we can simply traverse the tree to update it.
Last but not least, each peer can use an arbitrary identifier structure, including different shapes for it. This means that identifier structure can be different for each peer even if they base structure is the same. For instance, in Figure 6 , we show two peers that have the same base RGA state but two different identifier data structures. This enable a peer to balance its identifier tree locally without synchronizing with the other peers.
Logoot with identifier structure
Our approach can be applied beneficially to the other single-element CRDT algorithms. For instance, we can apply it to Logoot [25] . The base Logoot algorithm uses an array to store identifiers and does not use tombstones. It re- Figure 6 : Two possible identifier tree states for the same RGA base state trieves identifiers for generating operations in constant time, but upstream complexity is affected by the shifting of the array to insert (or remove) an element. In essence, the complexity of the shift is O(n).
We can replace this array by a skip list or the same weighted tree than above. The gain obtained by removing the shift exceeds the overhead due to the structure traversal which is only in O(log(n)).
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Considering downstream execution, the base Logoot uses a binary search to retrieve the targeted identifier. Since Logoot identifiers are totally ordered, the identifier tree structure is a binary search tree. Thus, the search of the target element for downstream execution will use the identifier structure with the same algorithmic cost. Furthermore, once the targeted element is found, updating the structure is done in constant time O(1) in contrast to shifting the array in O(n).
RGATREESPLIT: A BLOCK-WISE RGA WITH IDENTIFIER STRUCTURE
Since RGA is the most efficient algorithm for downstream execution, and since block-wise algorithm improve efficiency of both upstream and downstream execution [26] , we propose a new algorithm called RGATreeSplit that combine these concepts.
To be able to handle blocks in a RGA algorithm, some changes are required on the base structure. These changes will be described in the next section. In the late section, we apply our identifier structure concept on this block-wise algorithm.
Block-wise RGA
A block-wise RGA node contains the information usual to RGA with some additional metadata. This algorithm uses the notions of split and offset introduced by Yu [26] . A block identifier is composed of a CRDT identifier plus an offset. When a node is first inserted, its offset is 0. Splitting a node whose offset is x at position pos produces to two nodes: a first one with offset x, and a second one with offset x + pos. In this way, each node is always uniquely identified. There is an additional reference to nodes, called splitLink. This reference enables quick access to all the nodes of the resulting from the split of a node by linking the two resulting nodes directly. This reference is set when a node is split in two parts.
In summary, a block-wise RGA node contains the following attributes:
content : a block of elements. The content can be freed when the node becomes a tombstone in order to minimize memory consumption. identifier : the RGA unique identifier of the node. nextLink : the base RGA linked-list reference. offset : the offset of the node within the node originally inserted by the user. splitLink : next part of the block in case of a split. length : the length of the content of the node. When a node becomes a tombstone, the content is freed but the length of the node is saved. This enables to split tombstones and to handle concurrent operations correctly.
[ (1,0) 1: function findOffset(identifer, offset) 2: node = hashtable.get(identif ier) 3:
while node.of f set + node.length < of f set do 4: node = node.splitLink 5:
return node
The splitLink chaining allows good performance but is not mandatory, especially in tombstone-based approaches. Indeed, following the RGA nextLink chaining is still possible. Also, an alternative to a physical splitting of the block, is to keep them intact and to reference the parts of the blocks in the RGA structure. A precise performance analysis should be conduct to determine the optimal solution, especially in term of memory usage, but the whole complexity is equivalent for all alternatives.
Identifier data structure of RGATreeSplit
We now discuss the addition of the identifier structure to RGASplit. It is similar to the one described in Section 3.
However, some generalization is need. First, we need to take block length into account in the findPosInIdentifierTree function, generalized as follow. if pos == 0 then 3:
return head.identif ier 4: node = root Begins from the tree's root 5:
while ¬(pos > node.lef tW eight() + node.length ∧ pos ≤ node.lef tW eight() + node.length) do 6:
if pos ≤ node.lef tW eight() + node.length then 7: node = node.lef tChild() Goes left 8: else 9: pos = pos − (node.lef tW eight() + node.length) 10: node = node.rightChild() Goes right 11:
return [node.identif ier, pos + node.of f set − node.lef tW eight] Second, when the target node is found, it can be necessary to split it. Indeed, a user insertion applied within a block, will create three new blocks (the two split parts and the new one). A simple solution is first to replace the original block by the new node, to insertBefore the left part of the split block and to insertAfter the right part. Figure 8 illustrates this procedure. The block "XYZ" is inserted at position 5 in the string "ABCDEFGHIJ". The block "XYZ" replaces and splits the block "DEFG". The two parts "DE" and "FG" are respectively inserted before and after the new block "XYZ". 
EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate our approach, by comparing implementations of the solutions presented above, to existing implementations of the best comparable replication algorithms.
To conduct this experimentation, we use a Java benchmarking framework [6, 7] , in which the original authors of TreeDoc, RGA, and Logootsplit implemented their algorithms. Within this framework, we implement four new algorithms: RGA with an identifier structure, Logoot with an identifier structure, RGA with blocks, and RGATreeSplit.
Implementations
The binary weighted tree identifier structure as presented in Section 3 can be implemented in two ways: always balanced or unbalanced with periodic re-balancing. Furthermore, there exist several algorithms for each. For simplicity, we re-use existing implementations and/or naive algorithms. 5 With blocks of length 1 and null offsets, this function correspond with its definition in the single element approach.
For the RGA and Logoot identifier structure, we use Apache's TreeList [1] . This Java collection implements a list as a balanced tree. Positions in the list are retrieved using weights similarly to what we have presented above. 6 We add references in both direction between visible CRDT nodes and TreeList nodes. To further simplify the downstream execution implementation, we traverse the height of the tree to find the position of a TreeList node, and we use the base add or remove methods of the TreeList to update the tree. All operations, whether upstream or downstream, executes in O(log(n)).
For the RGATreeSplit algorithm, we implement a simple weighted and unbalanced binary tree for our identifier structure. To keep good performance during long-term execution, we periodically re-balance the tree by brute-force copying the visible nodes into a new balanced tree. Each replica is re-balanced independently when the number of operations since the last re-balancing reaches k n ln (n) , with n the number of nodes, and k and arbitrary constant factor.
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The re-balancing procedure execution time is taken into account in the experimental results presented below. For shake of implementation simplicity, we call it during downstream execution. However, to ensure real-time responsiveness, the system should call it when idle, and can interrupt it as soon as an upstream or downstream operation is received.
Our implementations, especially the RGATreeSplit could be improved by using a balanced (n-ary-)tree, or a smarter re-balancing algorithm [21] , and finer studies to detect when to re-balance the tree. However, the goal of the experiments is only to demonstrate that our approach greatly improves upstream execution performance even using a naive implementation and preserves good downstream performance.
All the implementations and the benchmark platform are publicly available at https://github.com/score-team/replication-benchmarker/.
Experiments
The following experiments were executed on the Grid5000 experimental facility [8] . The nodes are powered by Intel Xeon X3440 processors (2.53GHz) with 16GB of RAM and run a Wheezy-x64-big-1.0 operating systems which based on Debian. Moreover the benchmark is not multi-threaded, therefore each algorithm uses only one core.
We randomly generated different types of traces to evaluate the performance of our algorithms. A trace is a sequence of user modifications on a text document on which we apply on all studied algorithms. Thus, all algorithm execute the same set of modifications.
We conduct two series of experiments: the first concerns modifications that only affect one element, the second contains block modifications. In the block series, 20% of the modifications are block modifications and the average length of a block is 20 elements (Gaussian normal distribution with standard deviation σ = 2).
The other parameters the same for both series. Each series contains six experiments traces containing respectively 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 30000 and 40000 modifications. As results may sightly depend on the content of the traces, we generated, three different traces for each experiment. 6 In Apache's TreeList, weights (called relative positions) are the size of the left subtree. 7 We empirically identified k = 5 as a adequate factor. Each trace simulates 10 peers that work on the same text document. Each modification is concurrent to 2 other modifications (σ = 1). 80% of modifications are insertions, and 20% are deletions following to an existing study in group editing performance [6] . We keep the number of peers fixed since previous experiments [5] have demonstrated that this parameter does not influence the CRDTs performance, contrary to the number of operations.
For each experiment we measured the average upstream execution time, the average downstream execution time, the bandwidth consumed -i.e., the total size of data transmitted between peers -and memory occupation (as the average of memory occupation during the last 100 operations). Time is measured using the Java System.nanotime() method, and the bandwidth and memory occupation are measured by means of a library from the EMMA coverage tool [2] . The algorithms evaluated are the original RGA, Logoot, LogootSplitAVL, TreeDoc, and the four new CRDT described above: RGA with a TreeList identifier structure (called RGATreeList), Logoot with a TreeList identifier structure (called LogootTreeList), RGA with blocks (called RGASplit) and RGATreeSplit.
Single element series
In this series, each modification affects only one text element. The average execution time for upstream and downstream is presented in Figure 9 , and memory occupation is presented in Figure 10 .
We observe that RGA and RGASplit achieve roughly the same performance, and the same for RGATreeList and RGATreeSplit. This was expected. The main result here, is that identifier structure drastically improves the upstream performance. RGATreeList, RGATreeSplit and LogootTree are superior to RGA, RGASplit and Logoot respectively. These three algorithms have the best observed performance and are not affected by the length of the experiment. Downstream performance of RGA approaches is sightly degraded, due to identifier structure updating but remains better than non-RGA approaches.
As expected, LogootTree has better performance than Logoot in downstream, but more surprisingly, also has better performance than LogootSplitAVL, even though the latter also uses a balanced binary search tree.
Bandwidth is not affected by the use of the identifier structure, since only base RGA or Logoot operations are sent between peers.
8 Memory occupation is only slightly affected due to the identifier structure. TreeDoc has the lowest memory footprint thanks to the absence of auxiliary structure and fewer tombstones than RGA, but has high bandwidth usage, due to its identifier length.
Block modification series
In this series, 20% of user modifications are block modifications (average length 20, σ = 2). The average execution time for upstream and downstream is presented in Figure 11 , and memory occupation and bandwidth are presented in Figure 12 .
Observe first, in such case, all the block-wise algorithms improve both upstream and downstream performance compared to non-block versions: LogootSplitAVL, RGASplit and RGATreeSplit versus Logoot, RGA, and RGATreeList respectively. However, block management is not enough to guaranty high responsiveness. Indeed, RGASplit performs quite poorly and deteriorates over time. Furthermore, LogootSplitAVL and TreeDoc have worse downstream performance than the original RGA algorithm while RGATreeSplit has the best overall performance.
LogootTree performs worse than RGATreeSplit, but surprisingly again, it performs similarly to LogootSplitAVL, even without block management.
Concerning memory, block-based approaches improve both bandwidth and memory usage. RGATreeSplit and RGASplit have the best results. We note that TreeDoc obtains better bandwidth performance than in the single element series due to a kind of compression of operations engendered by block modifications.
Concerning ease of implementation, we note that RGATreeSplit and LogootTree obtain better performance than LogootSplitAVL while having a simpler code (respectively 747 and 391 versus 1,255 non-commenting source statement measured using JavaNCSS [4] ). Indeed, our approach allows to use an existing or simple data structure contrary to LogootSplitAVL that requires its own and specific data structure.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an approach to improve responsiveness of CRDT algorithms. This approach is based on an additional identifier structure that can be adapted to the CRDT algorithms, including block-wise algorithms, to achieve logarithmic complexity. Experiments demonstrate that we reach the best overall performance among existing CRDT algorithms. Even though our implementation is quite naive and can be improved.
More particularly, we significantly improve performance of incorporating users' modifications. This aspect is important since users can directly observe it, and may otherwise lead to user un-satisfaction [10] .
We suggest that a similar approach may be applicable to other CRDT data types such as sets or structured documents and also to operational transformations, in order to improve the responsiveness of the TTF solution, and possibly to improve the downstream execution by identifying the operations to transform more efficiently.
